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According to an agreement between CNENI, the Halden Project
and AB Atomenergi reactor physics experiments on ThO2 fuel
assemblies with 2 % U23502 were undertaken in RO during
April 1967. Bucklings, flux peaking at fuel gaps, spectral
indices and conversion ratios were measured both with D20
and with air as "coolant" in the 7-rod clusters. Since only
seven clusters were available the material buckling had to
be determined by the progressive substitution technique.
Bucklings were measured in four lattices (hexagonal pitch
11, 13, 15, and 17 cm), whereas the other quantities were
studied only in the largest test region of two lattices
(13 and 17 cm). Small quality variations between the fuel
assemblies gave significant contributions to systematic
errors in the buckling measurements. Only for the largest
lattice pitch, i.e. 17 cm, deviations frota asymptotic
spectral conditions were of minor importance in the central
test assembly. The RO measurements were performed prior
to high-power runs of the ThO2 fuel assemblies in 1lBUR
(Walden).
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1. Introduction

According to a trilateral agreement between CNEN (Italy), the Halden

Project and AB Atomenergi reactor physics measurements were undertaken

in the RO critical facility on ThO2(2 % U
23502) fuel assemblies prior

to their use in HBWR. The experiments were performed during the last

three weeks in April 1967. Material bucklings, axial flux peaking,

spectral indices and conversion ratios were studied.Only seven fuel

assemblies were available, so the progressive substitution technique

had to be applied for the bucklings measurements. The other quantities

were investigated only in the largest test region of seven fuel assem-

blies, Four different pitches were studied, viz. 11, 13, 15, and 17 cm

(hexagonal lattice), corresponding to moderator-to-fuel volume ratios

from 10.5 to 27.2. The effect of loss of coolant was investigated by

using empty as well as D20-filled channels in all the cases.

2. Fuel data

Pellets

Composition:

Diameter:

Length:

Density:

*scanning (zircaloy-Z)

ID:

QD '

97.6 w/o ThO2

2.0 W/o U23502

0.4 w/o U23802

12.59 mm

20 and 40 mm. (Special pellets were manufactured for

length adjustments and for activation experiments).

9.57 + 0.02 (based on the weight per unit length of

fuel and the nominal diameter).

12.76 mm (13.00 mm in 4 special tubes for activation

experiments)

13,°6 mm
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Fuel assembly

Geometry: 7-rod clusters, c-c: 23 =m (one rod - 2 stringer

sections with a fuel gap of about 40 mm in the

joint region)

Number: Seven, of which one was used for activation work

having two rods easily removable.

Shroud tube (zircaloy-2)

ID: 71 mm

OD: 73 mm

Each shroud tube had a bottom closure provided with a pneumatic

valve used in connection with void experiments.

See also fig. 1.

The fuel of the reference lattices was natural uranium metal, diameter

3.05 cm, canned in aluminium, ID 3.15 cm, OD 3.45 cm. In some cases

spikes were used in the form of 31-rod clusters of U02 (1.2 Z U235),

diameter 1.26 cm. In one case 27-rod clusters of UO2 (natural), diameter

1.35 cm, were put into the reflector.

3. Codes utilized in calculations

When comparing the experimental results with theoretical models we have

used the three cell programs

METHUSELAH (5 groups; origin: UKAEA) [1]

PLUTHARCO (four-factor formalism; origin: EURATOM) [2]

REBUS (four-factor formalism; origin: AB Atomenergi) [3]

and the macroscopic program

EQUIPOISE (2 groups, 2 dimensions) [4]

Only buckling values were calculated by all the three cell programs.

The axial and radial diffusion coefficients were obtained from REBUS in

which program the Benoist [5] theory is used. The gap effect was studied

by combining two-group constants from METHUSELAH with EQUIPOISE. Lau/Nn

activity ratios as well as relative conversion ratios were calculated

by METHUSELAH, whereas the theoretical r-values were obtained from

PLUTHARCO.
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4. Buckling studies

4.1 Experimental technique

The principles of the progressive substitution technique are described

in ref. [6] and in the following only problems related to the present

experiments are to be discussed. Since only seven ThO2 fuel assemblies

were available the hexagonal lattice was chosen as being most suitable.

Due to the length of the ThO2 fuel assemblies the critical height was

limited to 1.85 m (see fig. 1), which implies that the reference lattices

had to have lower critical heights than that. For the 11 cm and 13 cm

lattices enriched uranium oxide clusters were placed in the peripherical

part of the core and in the reflector respectively in order to increase

the effective (geometric) buckling of the system. These two complicated

cores with seven ThO2 fuel assemblies substituted in the center are shown

in figs. 2 and 3. The buckling equivalences of the regions containing

the UO2 clusters were determined by complementary substitution experiments.

The 11 cm (or, more precisely, 19//i cm) reference lattice was obtained

by adding rods to the primary 19 cm lattice stepwise according to fig. 4.

The substitution steps with ThO2 fuel assemblies are shown in fig. 9.

Eccentric test regions were allowed.

The D20 level is measured within + 0.01 cm (relative), which implies that

the temperature had to be known to better than 0.03 0C. Assuming ap/BT

to be known (0 25 pcm/0C) we get dH/dT by means of ap/3H , e.g.

obtained from period measurements.

No attempt was made to measure the reactivity effect of the fuel gap due

to the limited length of the fuel assembly compared with the critical

heights available. With a critical height of about 1 m it would have

been possible to determine the reactivity effect of the gap by lowering

one test element in the bottom hole at the center of the tank and in this

way varying the axial statistical weight of the perturbation.

4.2 Method of evaluation

One-group perturbation theory combined with an unconventional cell

definition was used for the analysis [6]. By placing the fuel in the
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corners of a cell we get more kinds

fuel and in that way we introduce a

In the simplest case, i.e. when D

tion theory gives

of cell than there are kinds of

transition region.

is constant, the one-group perturba-

B2 = E B2 W.
i I2

(1)

where

Wi =c J 9o.i dV

V.
2.

(la)

00

i =
c =

the unperturbed flux,

the actual (one-group) flux,

normalization constant (i Wi W 1) .
ii

Eq. (1) can be rewritten as

B2(n) - B2
ref

outer trans.
regions 2 regions

= E (B2 - Bref) W.(n) + E (B? - B2 ) W.(n) +
i re2. i j ref j

2 2+ -BB W. (n)test ref test

where n is the number of test elements. Taking differences relative

to the case n 0 we get

outer

B2 (n) B2 (o) - (B? - B2 f)[Wi(n) - Wi(o)] +

trans.
regions

+ I (B2 - B 2  ) W(n) +
( ref) j

-3 B2 ) tI (n)
test ref test

(2)

v.20
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If Wi(n) - Wi(o) the outer regions should have no effect (except for

the calculation of Wj and W test). Owing to perturbed fluxes the

first summnation on the right-hand side of eq. (3) is usually different

from zero but small.

In order to be able to represent eq. (3) in graphical form also in the

case with two kinds of transition cells we assume that (B. - B 2 ) is a
3 ref

bilinear function of the number of test elements present in the various

cells. We use ; - 1 for a transition cell where only one test element

is involved and j - 2 for a transition cell with test elements in two

of the three corners. With this assumption we get

1B ref 3 test ref 1- (4)

B2 _B2 2 (B2 B2 +B2
2 ref 3 test ref t

Eq. (3) can now be arranged in the form

outer
regions

B2(n) - B 2(°) (B - B2  Wi(n) - Wi(o)] +

+ 6B2t [Wl(n) * W2(n)] +

+ B2 B2 -
test ref

where

W 3  1  3 2 test

If the outer regions can be neglected eq. (6) says that [B2 (n) -B (D -/

is a linear function of [W1 (n) + W2(n)]/i-. The intercept is (B2tes_ lef

and the slope is equal to 6Bt

In the general case when D is different in different regions and

different directions we have [6]

LD: *1ki - ko -Dki B) W = °:
k i ( 2 -B W
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where

=ki J(%ko)0i dSki / Bko I 0.oi dV

k = r and z

o refers to the geometrical buckling of the whole system.

Since the weight functions Wi and nki have quite different spatial

dependence, we are able to determine their coefficients separately by

varying the size or/and position of the perturbation in a suitable way.

It means that we are able to find D/D as well as B2 experimentally
ref

[7].

The evaluation of the measurements was made by means of the computer

program SDIBA [8]. The regions of triangular cells were transformed to

circular regions by a special program [9].

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Reference cores

The 15 cm and 17 cm reference cores were quite clean but surrounded by a

D20 reflector. Continuing the triangular cell pattern out in the reflector

we introduced two kinds of transition cells between core and reflector.

Assuming the buckling of a cell to be a unique function of the fuel-to-

moderator volume ratio we can ascribe buckling values to the transition

cells. That assumption seems to be plausible according to the experimental

results shown in fig. 14 of ref. [6].

The 13 cm reference core was somewhat more complicated (see fig. 3). !\s

mentioned before, uranium oxide clusters were placed in the reflector

in order to lower the critical height. The effective buckling of the

homogenized outermost region was determined by substitution measureccn:;

(see Table V).

The 11 cm reference core was most complicated as can be seen from fig. 2.

Tha starting point was the pure 19 cm lattice. In the first step 2E of

the outer rods were replaced by six enriched uranium oxide clusters.

dhen r etal rods were added in the center of thc core in successivte tzPs

(see ti2. 4;. the experimental values are ginger. in 7able r.
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In order to interprete this experiment in the best way we tried differ-

ent kinds of transition regions. If one defines a test cell and a refer-

ence cell as shown in fig. 4 no transition region will be introduced.

Since this approach does not work with the method of analysis applied

here, a transition cell was defined as is also shown in fig. 4. However,

with such a cell definition, which gave Btest 6.972 + 0.093 m 2 the

thickness of the transition region varies considerably with the size of

the test region as shown in fig. 5. We therefore also interpreted the

measurements by using annular transition regions of constant thickness

for all substitution steps, the thickness being equal to that of the

one-element substitution in the preceding case. Since this interpretation,

which may be regarded as the other extreme case, and which gave

B2 6.547 + 0.165 m 2 changed the sign of the differences (stilltest-
large) between experimental and fitted critical heights, we assumed as

a third case that the thickness of each transition region was the mean

of the two extreme cases. This case gave B test 6,707 + 0.028 m .

The goodness of the three different interpretations are illustrated in

the insert of fig. 5. The best choice for the transition region thick-

nesses is obviously the one that minimizes the differences between the

fitted and experimental critical heights for the various substitution

steps. One can see from fig. 5 that this choice is rather close to the

intermediate case. With interpolated values for the thicknesses of the

transition regions we obtain the results which are given in Table I.

It may be observed that although the bucklings of the 19 cm and 19/5i cm

reference lattices are very close, the critical heights for the various

substitution steps are lower, due to the presence of the transition

region which has a larger material buckling.

4.3.2 6D/D measurements

The substitution measurements for the 6D/D determinations were made in

the 17 cm reference lattice by means of a single ThO2 fuel assembly.

For the 6DZID measurements the test fuel assembly was placed in the

central position and the void depth was varied, whereas for the 6D r1)

measurements the fuel assembly was placed in various radial positions

and in each case the "coolant" was changed from air to D20. The effect.

of WD/D + 0 is that the buckling change is no longer proportional to
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f$2dV only, but terms proportional to M(V)2d are also present.

The experimental values are given in Tables II and III and evaluated

graphically in figs. 6 and 7. The function (6D/D)Vcell should be

rather independent of the lattice pitch as is also shown in fig. 8

where the experimental results are plotted together with those from

REBUS [3] calculations and from a simple semi-empirical formula [10].

As regards spectral conditions the experimental values of 6D/D can be

assumed to be related to a test pitch which is larger (by about 25 X)

than that of the reference lattice, since for the same lattice pitch the

absorption is smaller in a reference cell than in a test cell. Further

we can assume that the interaction between adjacent voided channels in

an infinite lattice can be neglected, since the pitch is sufficiently

large. The experimental 6D/D values may consequently be compared with

theoretical values valid for a test pitch of approximately 21 cm.

4.3.3 Progressive substitutions with Tho2

The various ThO2 fuel assemblies were first intercompared in a 13 cm

reference lattice. Unfortunately this was not the most sensitive lattice,

but the 17 cm lattice would have been better in that respect. The results

are given in Table IV. There were small but significant differences in

quality between different fuel assemblies. The special fuel assembly

used for activation experiments deviated most (about 10 pcm) from the

mean value.

The substitution steps and the cell assumptions used in connection with

the ThO2 fuel assemblies are shown in fig. 9. Two different cell defini-

tions were considered. The first of them, with equilateral triangular

cells and two kinds of transition cells, is shown in the substitution

steps on the left-hand side of fig. 9. The second method, with rhombic

cells and only one kind of transition cells, is shown in the substitution

steps on the right-hand side of fig. 9.

The experimental critical heights are given in Tables V and VI and they

are also plotted in fig. 10 versus the number of substituted

elements. We observe that the difference between the critical heights

of the air- and water-cooled cases seems to be reliable within about

0.2 mm, judging from the fit to the curves in fig. 10, whereas the
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critical heights of the separate cases are not such smooth functions

of the number (n) of substituted fuel assemblies. The fluctuations are,

however, with some exceptions (mainly one point for the 15 cm pitch),

well correlated to the differences between the properties of the fuel

assemblies as is displayed in Table IV. We made correlation studies based

on the assumption that for each pitch the adjusted critical heights

should be a smooth function of n . Consequently we may write

n
H (n) 11(n) - C I AH(i) (10)
adji-

where

H(n) - experimental critical height with n elements

substituted,

AH(i) - critical height obtained in the intercomparison

experiments for element i minus a suitable average

height (see Table IV),

C - correlation constant depending on the lattice pitch.

2
By assuming Hadj(n) - 11(o) + an + bn we found the following values

of C:

0.6, 0.9, 1.85, and 2.75

for the 11, 13, 15, and 17 cm lattice pitches, respectively. The

uncertainty in C is approximately + 0.5. The ThO fuel assemblies were
2

in all lattices inserted in the same order as given in Table IV.

Eq. (6), which is based on the assumption of two kinds of transition

regions correlated according to eqs. (4) and (5), has been used for

graphical representation of the measurements with D20 coolant in fig.

11. The correlation constant C was neglected. The notation Wtrans

is equal to W1(U) + W2 (n) in eq. (6). 6Bcorr means that the con-

tributions from the outer regions are taken into account. We notice from

fig. 11 that substitutions with one and two fuel assemblies usually

do not fit to the assumption on which eq. (6) is based, viz. that the

buckling of the transition cells is a bilinear function of the number

of test elements connected with the cell definition (see fig. 9). If

I
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we assume no interrelation between the bucklings of the two kinds of

transition cells, we get the SDIBA results shown as extrapolated values

in fig. 11.

All the material bucklings obtained in the analysis by means of SIMBA

are collected in Table VII. The bucklings with air-filled assemblies,

i.e. anisotropic cases, have been adjusted to a geometry where Br 2 2B2

As said before two kinds of cell definition were used and the effect of

the fuel quality correction was investigated. When comparing the results

of the two cell definitions we see a small systematic trend, but it is

least pronounced in the cases where the fuel quality correction has been

applied. The test buckling. obtained with two kinds of transition regions

are thought to be most correct. These results together with the bucklings

of the transition regions are plotted in fig. 12. Since the absolute

values of the bucklings of the transition regions are of an expected

magnitude, we conclude that the cell size is reasonable.

Fig, 13 shows theoretical results obtained from METHUSELA (only D20

coolant), PLUTHARCO and REBUS (mark 1). A second version of REBUS,where

Tn + Tm should be used [11], gives approximately the same bucklings.

The predictions by REBUS are most off, whereas PLUTUARCO does not give

the correct dependence on the lattice pitch.

Fig. 14 demonstrates that the buckling change caused by emptying the

coolant channels is rather well predicted by REBUS and PLUTHARCO for the

13 cm lattice.

The uncertainty caused by a systematic error of 1.0 cm in the critical

heights is c0.08 m 2 in the individual bucklings and c0.03 m 2 in
B2 - B2Btet ref

5. Measurements of the flux peaking around the fuel gap

5.1 Scope of work

In the joint between the upper and lower stringers there was an axial

gap of about 40 mm in the fuel. The material in this gap region including

a spacer plate was mainly zircaloy-2. The aim of the experiment described

here was to determine the flux (power) peaking around the spacer region.

While measurements were performed at both 13 and 17 cm lattice pitches,

only results from the first case will be given here, since the 13 cm

lattice pitch is the same as in HEWR.
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5.2 Experimental technique

We measured the thermal flux in an outer and an inner stringer both in

the upper and in the lower part of the assembly, which was placed in

the center of the test zone of seven fuel assemblies. Air as well as

D20 was used as coolant.

Copper foils, 0.1 = thick, were used as detectors. In order to protect

them from fission products, they were covered by 0.05 mm thick foils

of copper (catcher foils). The counting was started not earlier then

12 hours after each irradiation, so only the Cu6 4 activity had to be.

considered (half life 12.8 h, whereas Cu66 has 5.1 minutes).

The activity of the Cu foils was counted in a back-and-forth sequence

(1, 2, ... , n-l, n; n, n-l, ... , 2, 1), this cycle being repeated con-

tinuously until the desired statistics was obtained. The counting periods

used were constant (30 sec.) and a constant interval (15 sec.) allowed

for sample changing and punching of tape. In view of the selected

sequence in the foil counting, and owing to the long half life of Cu64

the average of the two countings of one foil within the cycle can be con-

sidered as related to the same time for all foils [12].

5.3 Results

The resulting foil activities as a function of the foil positions are

shown in figs. 15 and 16.

The purpose of the subsequent analysis is to evaluate the peaking factor,

i.e. the ratio between the measured reaction rate distribution of a

1/v absorber and the unperturbed cosine flux. We have to consider the

resonance absorption since copper is not a pure 1/v absorber. If we

assume that the epithermal non-l/v contribution is not affected by the

gap, i.e. is equal to E cos az a we get

Y -c E cos Ux
Q _

A cos az - E cos cz (I)

or

! " (Y/A cos az) - Xi
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Here Y denotes the measured distribution along the stringers and Q

the (neutron density) peaking factor. As 1 - E/A is equal to the l/v

activity divided by the total activity, we put

1 - E/A fl/v (13)

where

f (14)1l/v 1 + rs (4

is the resonance correction factor according to the Westcott formalism

[13] .

The epithermal spectrum index r is practically equal to the fraction

of the neutron density belonging to the epithermal distribution. The

parameter s is characteristic for the actual absorber) Cu, and is

a function of the neutron temperature.

Equation (12) can thus be written as

Q - [(Y/A cos czz) - l]/fl/v + 1 (15)

The value of f 1V (= 0.952) was obtained from spectrum index measure-

ments (see section 7 below).

Plots of Q versus axial position are shown in figs. 17 and 18. The

uncertainty ill the position of the foils relative to the central spacer

is negligible. The values of Q at the gap-fuel interface are given in

TabLe VilI.

The fact that the (Q-l) values are 5-6 % higher at the lover end than at

the upper L'-' of the gap can bc explained by the presence of a 5 rm air

gap in thle lower stringer(for free thermal expansion of the fuel). Even

if the Q values are higheer for the inner stringers, the absolute flux

Level is higher in the outer stringers, as shown in figs. 15 and 16

due to the radial flux depression across the fuel cluster. It can be

note'd that with air coolant the Q values are lover than tvith D20

coo l a-s
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6. Calculations of the gap effect

In the calculations of material buckling performed with the METHUSELAH

and PLUTHLRCO codes it was assumed that the gap discontinuity does not

exist (in REBUS calculations the gap was homogenized along the fuel

pin by suitably reducing the fuel density).

In order to see what correction should be applied to the measured values

of the buckling, calculations were performed with the EQUIPOISE code to

evaluate the effect of the gap. We assumed in these calculations that

the presence of the gap brings about a change only in the axial buckling

while the radial leakage is not affected. Therefore we considered a cell

with zero radial leakage, while in the axial direction the correct

dimension of the reactor was used.

We had to employ a two-dimensional code because, in order to have a

more accurate result, we kept the cluster region separate from the

moderator region. We obtained the two-group constants for the various

regions of the cell from METHUSELAH calculations and we made a caicula-

tion for the real element with the gap as well as for an ideal element

without the gap. We studied both the 13 cm and the 17 cm pitch cases

with D20 coolant. The thin bottom reflector was substituted by the

extrapolated length in order to simplify the calculation, and for the

reactor height an average from the progressive substitution steps was

taken.

To take care of the increased absorption near the gap, a correction to

the fast absorption cross section was introduced in the fuel region

close to the gap. For this correction results reported in [141 were

used with the S/M values relative to the fuel in this region and in.

the ideal infinite rod, In order to evaluate the change in buckling we

consider the two-group expression

kw1 ken)
k - 2 2 2ef 1 + TB2 (1 + -rB )(1 + L B)

wh ere
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VEf

'A (187)
rem a a

22e
km2 E - + trr~ (18)

al rem al

Here B represents only the axial leakage. In the two cases with gap

and without gap we obtain from the calculations two different keff
2ef

values, which we convert to B values according to expression (16).

The km 1 , kw2 , L2 and T values are those for the unperturbed lattice

in both cases. The difference in B gives the correction we should

apply. In Table IX the results are given.

In the 13 cm case the effect is very small because the core is under-

moderated, so that the loss of fuel in the gap region is partly compen-

sated by the increased resonance absorption in the fuel adjacent to the

gap. The 17 cm case is overmoderated so that in this case the two effects

contribute to decrease the buckling. By plotting the 6B2 values as a

function of V /Vf and extrapolating linearly for the other cases which

were not calculated, we obtain the corrections given in parenthesis (Table IX).

Due to the small magnitude of the correction we feel that the linear

extrapolation is sufficient and that the different axial positions of

the perturbation in the different experiments are unimportant.

Ii; fig. 19 we lovse plotted the axial thermal flux distributions in tsc.

*zentral pin and in the outer pin for the 13 cm pitch with D 0 coolant.
2

'hen comparing the results to the measured distributions (see section 5

above), the following two things must be considered:

a) The fuel, cladding and coolant are homogenized in the

calc-a:ir.,n, so that the flux depression i-. the fuel with

respect to one average i.n (fuel + cladding + coolant) is

_vt taken into accounu. Thi.i flux depression is obviously

L.-her xr the fuel f'Far iroum the gap in which less absorption

lis -re6ant, &:nd ther:- Fore -v~ll e;:nd to sharpen the flux peak

. 1-:lhm Full With rei;:.'.;ct m; :,hi;c it. tea homogenized
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b) The experiments give thermal neutroa reaction rates in copper

rather than f lax distributions. .hse reaction rates arc

given by amp where a is On average cross section which

depends on the energy distributions within V and will be

higher in the gap. In our calculations differences in energy

distributions within the thermal flux are not accounted for.

This may partly explain why the calculated flux peak, with respect to

the cosine distribution, is rather close to the measured reaction rate

peak up to the copper foil position two centimetres from the gap, and

is considerably smaller at the gap interface.

Besides that the use of diffusion theory for a rather short gap is also

responsible for a flattening of the flux peak.

7. S-ectrum index measurements

7.1 Scope of work

Spectrum indices were measured by foil activation techniques in two

characteristic rod positions in the central fuel bundle of the test

lattice, consisting of seven fuel assemblies. The techniques employed

have been described in [15] and [16]. The following quantities were

measured:

The indium epithermal index A/qC q being the ratio of the

neutron density in a certain narrow energy band around the

1.46 e'! indi=n resonancu to the total neutron density. qc Ls

the corresponding quantity for a calibration spectrum in the Ill

central channel, which is known in detail from chopper measure-

melits. This calibration spectrum has been specified point by pa n_ ;t

eggO ir ei, l15j. I. should ke noted -That the indium _0ross

section eloes aot 'lave to bLe known.; s. The rzti.. q/q car.

be tiasford it.zc the 1'estc ott infix r/t

The ratio (LL b/bII 5)LUi 76/ 5) . b' i r.bis case the calibr*-

tion spectrum was a 25 0f: A1;xvell-:sn in the 11 thermral column.

The .yrn ccrrectn.: g tcrs fog I-he -::rti.r-lar masaneo~s
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foils used is well known, and hence the ratio

(Lu17 6/l/v)/(Lu176/l/v)c is obtained. This ratio can be

extracted directly from METHUSELAH calculations. The

experimental ratio can also be used for deriving a neutron

temperature T by means of the Westcott tables [13].
n

7.2 Experimental conditions

The foils were inserted between specially ground pellets with plane ends,

and the resulting foil packs were placed in the middle of the openable

fuel stringers. Two such stringers constituted a fuel rod. The spectrum

indicator foils were protected against fission product contamination

by 0.05 mm Cu foils.

The foil materials are described in Table X.

For the determination of the indium epithermal index the sandwich foil

method was used. Hence the indium concentration in the foils is such as

to give appreciable self-shielding at resonance energy and little self-

shielding at other energies. The small thermal self-shielding that did

occur was corrected for.

In the lutetium and manganese foils the thermal self-shielding could be

neglected. The Mn resonance self-shielding was taken into account when

correcting for resonance absorption.

7.3 Spectrum index correlations

In [16] a set of correlations was derived for the fuel-averaged spectral

indices in an infinite lattice. In terms of the Westcott parameters they

take the form

n 13. rfuel feP 13.4 [ (19)
n VM fnat lattice

(T -T )/Tm - 1.42 < atc 35[fuel zfuel +035]rod (20)
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In these expressions fuel is the effective thermal macroscopic
fuel 2200

absorption cross section of the fuel, i.e. fuel * and

Znat w 0.172 cm 1 . The factor P corrects for differential leakage

in a critical lattice and can be written as

p , 1 + 0.9 TB (21)

(1 + TB )(I 4 LB )

The volume ratios in the "lattice" terms refer to a lattice cell. The

volume Vfuel in the "rod" term is that of a single fuel rod in the

cluster, expressed in cm3 per cm height. Table XI gives the fuel data

used in the correlations.

We get [Vfuel Zfuel]rod w 0.553 and Efuel/ t - 2.58. The leakage

correction factor P was calculated from values of B , T and L

computed with METHUSELAH, where the void cases were approximated by

75 Z air and 25 Z D20.

7.4 Results

The results are presented in Table XII. In the table are also given the

parameters entering the spectrum index correlations (19) and (20), as

well as the results of the latter, the epithermal indices having been

corrected for leakage to pertain to the critical lattices. The table

further includes the r-values, computed with the diffusion code PLUTHARCO,

which uses the Westcott model and has incorporated the AECL neutron

temperature correlation [17]. Finally, the table gives the (Lu/l/v)/(Lu/llv)

ratio obtained with HETHUSELAH. Here only the results for the D20-cooled

cases are given. since the METHUSELAH version used is not suited for

void calculations. It is seen that for the 13 cm lattice the correlation

as well as PLUTHARCO give r-values considerably higher than the experi-

mental ones. This is .undoubtably due to the fact that the test zone in

this case is too small for asymptotic spectral conditions to be established,

The effect should be most serious for the voided case, which agrees with

the experimental tendency. Figure 20 elucidates the situation. Here the

epithermal index P ry F (which is equal to 0.720 Pq/qc , see [16]) isn
plotted against (Vfuel Efuel)/(Vm nat). From the figure one.may deduce

a correction factor of roughly 1.2 for the unvoided and 1.4 for the

voided 13 cm lattice to compensate for non-asymptotic conditions. Approx-
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imately the same factors should apply to (RCR. - 1). The r-values of

the correlations and PLUTRARCO agree within 6 %. The measured neutron

temperature is consistently lower than that of the correlations. This

conforms with earlier findings that the correlations tend to over-

estimate T for high fuel concentrations (high enrichment or large

rod diameters). The agreement between METHUSELAH calculations and experi-

mental values of the lutetium reaction rate ratios is within about 2 Z,

which must be considered satisfactory.

8. Conversion ratio measurements

8.1 Scope of work

The main purpose of the experiment was to gain experience and confidence

with the methods used since the initial conversion ratio had later on

to be measured in HBWR.

The studies in RO were made in the 13 and 17 cm lattices and the coolant

was either D20 or air.

The initial conversion ratio yO is the number of fissile atoms produced

per fissile atom destroyed in fresh fuel. For the fuel under consideration

the fast fission of Th232 [183 and U238 and the production of Pu239 in

U238 are negligible. Neutron capture in Th232 results in the following

decay chain

Th23 2 + n--- Th233 Pa233 U (22)

Consequently only the number of U233 atoms (fissile) produced and the

number of U235 atoms destroyed have to be considered.

It is, however, hard to determine the total number of U235 atoms destroyed

with high accuracy. More readily we can get a quantity proportional to

the number of those U235 atoms which are destroyed by fission. Further,

it is advantageous to measure relative to the conditions in a thermal

spectrum. The quantity that we get experimentally in this way is called

the "modified relative conversion ratio" (RCRX) and is defined as

(Th 32 capture rate) tice (U235 fission rate)therm (
A (l cAttu t (Uerisio e)2
fn232 Capture rateNtea (UZ35 fission rate) lattice
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or

RCRe - (Pa233 activity)lattice (U23  FP act.')thermal 04)

(Pa233 activity)thermal (U235 FP act.) lattice

where FP - fission product.

The word "modified" is used because the U235 captures are excluded,

RCR according to eq. (24) is related to yO as follows

xR [Za(Th233] [(l)thermaJ (25)°o (ZU235) 1 ( lti
ra thermal xlti

where a is the ratio of capture-to-fission cross sections of U235 aver-

aged over the spectrum as follows

a - fafEfdE / fOE dE c1£ (26)

8.2 Experimental technique

Fuel discs of 0.3 mm med 3.0 mm thickness were irradiated simultaneously

in the test lattice of RO and in the thermal column of R2-0. The irradia-
'8 2tion time was 4 hours and the thermal neutron flux was about 2 x 10 n/cm sec.

In the fuel assembly the 0.3 and 3.0 mm discs were placed at some distances

from the fuel gap, viz. 16 cm and 24 cm respectively. The 0.3 mm wafers

had to be carefully aligned. Therefore one wafer and two adjacent fuel

pellets were put together in a fuel pack by means of adhesive tape. The

sample in the thermal column was a small pack containing discs of the

following thicknesses: 1.5 + 0.3 + 0.3 + 3.0 + 1.5 (a 6.6)mm. The 3 mm

fuel pellets were dissolved chemically prior to counting, in order to

produce samples with homogeneous activity distribution. The 0.3 mm wafers

were, however, not dissolved but counted directly.

The Pa233 y-activity was measured in a window from 270 to 370 keV.

Simultaneously the fission product y-activity was measured above a dis-

criminator level of 510 keV, where no contamination from the Pa233 activity
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was observed. However, besides the Pa 23 3 y-activity there appears in

the window also some y-activity coming mainly from U235 fission pro-

ducts. Thus we had to correct for this background activity which was

possible by measuring in the same energy intervals on an enriched

uranium sample with 93 Z U235 irradiated simultaneously with the fuel

samples in RO.

For comparative reasons we tried two types of enriched uranium samples,

viz. a powder sample of uranium oxide, weight about 40 mg, and a

0.1 mg deposit of uranium on an aluminium disc. The powder was dissolved

afterwards. In this way we got a sample with the same geometry as that

of the other liquid samples. The 0.1 mg deposit needed of course a

comparatively high neutron flux in order to become sufficiently

activated, but otherwise we could not discover any difference between

the two samples.

The corrected Pa233 activity in the window can now be evaluated from

the following expression:

A (270-370)
Pa233 activity - A (270-370) - A fu(>510) * A (>510) (27)

e

where

A. is the measured activity of sample i (corrected for back-

ground activity),

fu and e (subscripts) refer to fuel and enriched uranium

respectively,

>510 means above 510 keV, and

270-370 stands for from 270 keV - 370 keV

The countings in the window (270-370 keV) and above 510 keV were made

simultaneously for each sample. The time dependence is consequently of

little importance in eq. (27), since the ratio A(270-370)/A(>510) is to a

good approximation constant during the time periods of interest here.

Otherwise the samples were counted in a back-and-forth sequence

(1, 2, 3, e n-i, no n, n-il ...* 3, 2, 1). The counting intervals

ware 300 or 1000 sec. and an interval of 15 sec. allowed for sample

ehanggiia and tape punching. The fission product decay curve was linearized
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within each cycles so that the average of the two countings of each

foil was considered as related to the same time for all foils. Owing

to the long counting intervals this assumption is not exact, but

the maximum error introduced in the ratio of FP activity in eq. (24)

was less than 2*10 4 [12].

In order to investigate whether the spectrum in the thermal column of

R2-0 was affected significantly by the sample itself (thickness 6.6 mm)

an auxiliary experiment was carried out. Four packs of fuel pellets,

0.9, 3.3, 6.3, and 9.3 mm thick respectively and arranged as shown in

fig. 21, were simultaneously irradiated on a rotating graphite cylinder

in the thermal column of R2-0. The RCR (relative to a fixed reference

foil) for the 0.3 mm thick inner foil of each pack was determined.

The results plotted in fig. 22 show that the contribution of induced

epithermal neutrons is insignificant within the experimental error of

+ 0,5 Z.

The counting data were treated with the computer programs KODAFIP

(fission product activity) [19] and KODAK (Pa233 activity) [20].

8,3 Results

The measured values were obtained from countings taken at different

times (from 1 day to 80 days approximately) after the end of the

irradiation. Only the most reliable values are reported here (see

Table XIII). The other values were rejected for at least one of the

following reasons:

- Too low activity above background

- Unknown background

- Too large FP correction (too short time after irradiation)

- Too high count rate causing fatigue effects in the photo-

multiplier tube

- Leakage from one of the teflon containers.

The errors given in Table XIII are random errors.

Fig. 23 shows the measured FP correction and the natural background

activity of the Pa samples as a function of time after irradiation,

Countings taken more than 4 days and less than 20 days after irradiation

were considered in the analysis of the measurements,
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The minimum fission product correction was in our case about 10 %

(cf. fig, 23). The natural background activity in the Pa window

(270-370 keV) was relatively high due to the low integrated power.

Unfortunately background samples were not included in the counting

cycles except in the case of liquid samples from the irradiations in

the 13 cm lattice with D20 as coolant.

In fig. 24 (RCRX-l) values have been plotted as a function of

(Vfuel fuel)/(Vm Enat)p i.e. the same variable as used for spectral

indices (cf. section 7).

The calculated values of RCR were obtained with METHUSELAH and were

corrected for leakage. The values referring to voided channels have

been obtained by linear extrapolation of the values calculated for zero

and 50 Z void, since METHUSELAH is unable to treat 100 2 void. The

extrapolated values are uncertain. According to the results of &pi-

thermal indices (cf. fig. 20) we cannot neglect the influence of

non-asymptotic spectral-conditions, at least not in the 13 cm lattice.

The experimental and theoretical values of RCR shown in fig. 24 are

consequently not directly comparable for the most interesting case,

iLe. the 13 cm lattice.

8.4 Recommendations for future measurements

A better accuracy can be obtained with the methods used taking the

following reco mendations into consideration:

- The integrated power should be at least a factor 2 larger than

the one used in RO in order to get a Pa233 activity well above

) background.

- If the enriched sample used for FP correction is placed in the

lattice position, it shouid contain a sufficient amount of U235

to give proper counting statistics.

Fission product correction samples should always be counted

along with the other samples.

- Two background samples (unirradiated ThO2/U
23502 and unirradiated

93 X enriched samples) should be placed in the foil stack.
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- The total count rate above 100 keV should not exceed 1000 counts/sec.

in order to avoid fatigue effects in the photomultiplier tube.

9. Conclusions

With only seven ThO2/U
23502 fuel assemblies available the progressive

substitution technique had to be applied for buckling measurements. Since

the pitches of the test and reference lattices were the same, we believe

that there are no essential difficulties in the analysis with ThO2/U
23502

as test fuel. Assuming reference bucklings to be exact we determine

buckling differences between -3.5m2 and +1.5 m 2 with an estimated

) accuracy better than 0.1 m 2 . However, the 11 cm (or more precisely

19//'- cm) reference lattice consisted of only 36 metal rods and was

obtained by adding 24 metal rods in the central part of an approximately

full-core 19 cm lattice. Due to the very different pitches in the two

regions in this case and the corresponding great spectral mismatch

(though approximately equal bucklings) we find that the analysis is not

quite straightforward but involves problems in the definition of the

transition region. The number of regions involved should not be critical,

since the computer program SIMBA is able to handle up to 8 regions.

Systematic buckling errors due to quality differences between ThO2/U
23502

fuel assemblies were found to be significant, especially for the larger

pitches. The special fuel assembly used for activation experiments was

10-30 pcm more reactive than the other assemblies.

Flux peaking at the fuel gap caused a maximum increase of 40-50 x in the

power distribution close to the gap. Diffusion theory calculations with

EQUIPOISE underestimate the peaking considerably.

Spectral studies showed that non-asymptotic epithermal-spectrum conditions

prevailed in the test zone with the lattice pitch (13 cm) equal to that

of HBWR. Activity ratios of Lu/Mn, which may be interpreted in terms

of"neutron temperature", showed good agreement with METHUSELAH calcula-

tions also for the tight lattice.
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The conversion ratio measurements were not altogether successful but

gave valuable experience for similar experiments in HBWR in September

1967.
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Table I

Critical heights in the substitution measurements with U metal rods,

Reference pitch: 19 cm

Test pitch : 19/Vr cm

Subst, x Temps 3p/aH H X (22 C)
step e]x [c] [cmhmii[umx

Pure 1936.9 22,13 6.8 2036,4
reference

Ref. with
spikes 1760.6 22,19 9.0 1860.1
(Fig. 7)

Fig, 4a 1741.3 22,28 8,6 1840,4

Fig. 4b 1731,5 22,26 8,4 1830,6

Fig. 4c 1714.8 22,28 8,7 1813,9

Fig, 4d 1689.8 22,23 8.4 1788,9

Fig. 4e 1689.9 22,40 8.4 1788,5

Buckling of
is .i

the reference lattice: 6.77 m 2

" test " : 6,76 + 0,02 m 2

) H is obtained from H (level meter) by adding 100 mm
corro expe

due to scale adjustment and extrapolation lengths and by correcting

for temperature variations by 6T(ap/aT):(ap/alI) with

ap/DT - 25 pcm/ 0C.

.)
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Table II

Critical heights in the single-element measurements of Dz /D

Pitch: 17 cm

Void depth H Temp. ap/all H (22 OC)
eap corre
[[mm] [mCm [C Pcm/mmj _ _mM

394,1 1668,2 22,39 9.2 1767.4

606.2 1667.6 22.39 9.2 1766,8

815,7 1667.3 22.39 9.2 1766.5

1006.6 1666,7 22,39 9.2 1765.9

1216,9 1666,1 22.39 9.2 1765.3

1381.9 1665.4 22.39 9.3 1764.6

1518.9 1664,7 22,39 9.3 1763,9

1664.1 1664,1 22,39 9,3 1763,3

I

)

x See Table I

A graphical evaluation of the measurements is given in fig. 6.

,)

j
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Table III

Critical heights in the

Pitch: 17 cm

single-element measurements of 6Dr/D.

.i

Radial Coolant H Temp. ap/aH I x (22 'C)
position W - D201 exp. corr.

[mm] _dA - air [ 21 [C] [pcm/mn] [mm]

0/0 W 1664.6 22.46 9.3 1763.6

A 1670.5 22.46 9.2 1769,2

170/0 W 1666.6 22.55 9.2 1765,1

A 1672.2 22,55 9.2 1770.7

340/0 W 1667.9 22.66 9.2 1766.1

A 1673.0 22.66 9.2 1771.2

510/0 W 1670.3 22.67 9.2 1768.5

A 1673.8 22.67 9.2 1772.0

510/0 w 1668.3 22.61 9.2 1766.6

A 1672.4 22.61 9.2 1770.7

680/0 W 1671.3 22.75 9.2 1769.3

A 1674.3 22.74 9.2 1772.3

850/0 v 1673.1 22.84 9.2 1770,8

A 1675.3 22.83 9.2 1773.0

)

i
I

i

I

ISee Table I

)
A graphical evaluation of the measurements is given in fig. 7.
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Table IV

Intercomparison of ThO2 fuel assemblies in the 13 cm reference lattice

Fuel H Temp. ap/aM H X Mean U2350
assembly ecpe exp (20r.5 d)eofsfue
notation 25 C ofue

[MM]Cm] [C C] [ pcmi=m] [MM] [g/cm3] [w/o]

A 1619,5 20,39 8.3 1719.8 9.58 1.998

B 1619.8 20.61 (8.2) 1719,5 9,57 1.991

C 1620,1 20,51 8,2 1720,1 9,57 1.995

D 1619.8 20.49 8.4 1719,8 9.59 1.995

E 1620.4 20.55 (8.1) 1720.2 9.55 1.993

F 1620.0 20.40 7.9 1720.3 9.51 1.996

G 1618.9 20.64 (8.5) 1718.5 9.61 2.016

Mean values of all assemblies 1719.74 9.568 1.998

Mean values with G excluded 1719.95 9.562 1.995

)

)

x See Table I

G is the special fuel assembly used in connection sith activation

experiments.

,)
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Table V

Critical heights in the substitution measurements with ThO2 fuel assemblies.

Pitches: 19/13 (: 11.0) cm and 13 cm

)

Pitch Subst. Coolant H.- Temp. p/H H x (22 °C)
[m] step x 3orrm

Ref. - 1689.9 22.40 8.4 1788.5

1 D2 0 1686.7 22.42 8.5 1785.2

2 1682.9 22.53 8.6 1781.1

3 1680.0 22.63 8,6 1778.0

4 1676.4 22.71 8,7 1774.1

5 1672.9 22.79 8.8 1770.4

190/3 7 t 1665.4 22,75 8,9 1763,0

1 Air 1699.2 22.42 8.2 1797.8

2 to 1707.3 22.52 8.0 1805.7

3 1716.2 22.62 7.8 1814.3

4 1724.6 22.71 7.7 1822.5

5 1733.4 22.75 7.5 1831.2

7 1750.8 22.75 7.1 1848.7

Ref.
with _ 1527.5 20.80 9.7 1630.0
driver

1 1,20 1523.6 20.82 9.8 1626.1

2 I 1519.9 20.94 9.9 1622.0

3 if 1516.8 21.05 10.0 1618.6

4 it 1513.0 21.16 10.1 1614.5

5 1509.3 21.26 10.2 1610.6

5xx 1509.3 21.36 10.2 1610.3

7 1501.2 21.47 10.5 1601.9
7 XXX 1708.7 21.54 7.4 1810.6

130
1 Air 1532.0 20.82 9.6 1634,7

2 it 1536.8 20,94 9.5 1639.3

3 1542.3 21,04 9.4 1644.7

4 1547.2 21.16 9.3 1649.4

5 1551.7 21,25 9.2 1653.8

53x 1551,6 21,35 94,2 1653,4

7 1560.5 21.44 9.1 1662.3

x See Table I.
fl ;4. o.r
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Table VI

Critical

Pitches:

heights in the substitution

15 cm and 17 cm

measurements with ThO2 fuel assemblies

)

)

Pitch Subst. Coolant Hexp Temp. ap/aH H corr (22 C)

step [] [OCI [pcm/mm] [em]

Ref. - 1574.1 21,79 9.3 1674.2

1 D 20 1567.7 21.77 9.4 1667.9

2 it 1560,5 21.69 9.5 1660,9

3 It 1556,8 22.27 9,6 1655,7

4 t 1551.7 22.13 9.6 1650.9

5 It 1545.0 22.02 9.3 1644.5

5x" 1544.8 21.90 9.8 1644.6

7 t 1530.8 21,75 10.0 1631.0
150

1 Air 1575,1 21.77 9.2 1675.4

2 . 1575.1 21.68 9.2 1675.8

3 of 1578.8 22.27 9.2 1678.0

4 t 1581.5 22.12 9.1 1681.2

5 t 1581.7 22,01 9.1 1681.8

xx 1581,1 21.90 9.1 1681.5

7 1582.3 21.71 9.1 1683,5

Ref. _ 1669.7 -21.80 8.9 1769.9

1 D 0 1660.5 21.80 9.0 1760.7 !
2 . 1652.5 21.93 9.2 1752.4

3 it 1645.5 21.98 9.3 1745,2

4 it 1636.5 22.09 9.4 1735.9

5 It 1630.3 22.18 9.5 1729.5

7 it 1612.1 22.32 9.8 1710.9
170 -

1 Air 1666.5 21.80 9,0 1766.3

2 1664.1 21.93 9,0 1764.2

3 1663.3 21,98 9.0 1763.3

4 it 1660.6 22.09 9.0 1760.5

5 1660.0 22.17 9.1 1759.7

7 1654.4 22.32 9.1 1754.0

x See Table I

,)

NM Cf. fig. 9f
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Table VII

Summary of experimental material bucklings

Temperature: 22 °C

Moderator quality: 99.645 w/o D20

222 2.
Hexagonal B rfType' of Btes B (D20)-B (air)
lattice r analysis Ites
!itch Coolant: D 0 Coolant: air
|cm] D-2] &d_2] 2 [m72] E[ 2,

11 6.76 Ia 8.36 + 0.04
lb 8.31 + 0.04 3.22 + 0.07 5.09

Ila 8.31 + 0.07
IIb 8.22 ; 0.07 3.07 + 0.06 5.15

13 8.32 Ia 9.87 + 0.06
lb 9.78 + 0.06 5.87 + 0.07 3.91

Ila 9.89 + 0.08 :
Ilb 9.76 + 0.07 5.87 + 0.11 3.89

.n). -4
15 8.23 Ia 9.83 + 0.13

lb 9.70 + 0.08 6.80 + 0.09
IbXX 9.69 + 0.03 6.78 0.02 2.91

Ila 9.91 + 0.16
IIb 9.72+ 0.11 6.79 + 0.15
IIb~x 9.71 + 0.04 6.77 0.03 2.94

17 7.61 Ia 9.14 + 0.09
lb 9.03; 0.05 7.19 + 0.03 1.84

Iha 9.26 + 0.14
IIb 9.09 ; 0.07 7.22 + 0.06 1.87

x) Ia:

Ib:

Iha:

IIb:

.)

One transition region, no fuel quality correction

"i " " fuel quality correction applied
(H - 1719.95 mm in Table IV)

Two transition regions, no fuel quality correction

" T t , fyiel quality correction applied
(}I - 1719.95 mm in Table IV)

) Substitution with 4 test fuel assemblies omitted
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Table VIII

Flux peaking at the fuel gap

Axial Inner stringer Outer stringer
position

Coolant ' Coolant

_ D20 Air D20 Air

Upper end 1.52 1.43 1.43 1.38
of gap

Lower end 1.55 1.45 1.46 1.42
IOf gapI J

)

)
Table IX

Calculated correction in B2 due to the gap

Pitch [cM] 11 13 15 17

k.
keff with gap 1,09763 1,12987

keff without gap 1,09781 = 1,13155

6B2  D 0 (-0.01) 0.011 (0.04) 0,074

i[ j air (-0.03) (-0.01) (0.02) (0,05)

)
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Table X

Foil materials used in spectrum index measurements

Foil Thickness Diam.
composition [mm] 1mm

In 2.5 w/o

Pb 97.5 w/o0.10 12.0

Lu 7.2 w/o

Al 92.8 w/o 0.15 12,0

Mn 12 w/o

Ni 88 w/o 0,127 12.0
)

Table XI

Fuel data used in spectrum index correlations

fuel * 0.444



Table XII

Trian- Coolant VfuelEfuel Leakage Stringer q/q (Lu/l/v)/(Lu/l/v) __ _ r | T (0 C)
gular m nat f mess. METHUSELAN meas. correl. PLUTHARCO mess, correl.

[ch (19)and(20) (19)and(20)

[CM]
1A 3.10*.25 1,47t.02
1B 3.33'.27 1.41'.02
2A 2.77±.22 1.38t.02

D20 0.168 0.928 1 2B 12,681.21 1,35*.02

ii;;f eiavre;2.80 .1 6 1.381.02 1.41 0100t.006 0.118 0.113 1307 147fuel average
13.0 1 -

1A 3.31t.27 1.39t,02
1B 4.00t,32 1.46*.02
2A 2.75t.22 1.37*.02

Air 0.215 0.941 2B 2.92t.23 1,341.02

* Voliweighted 2.96t.17 1.37±.02 0.106t,006 0.145 0.137 128t6 167
Ifuel average

IA 2.10'.17 1.31±.01
1B 2.11.17 1.31.01
2A 1.68*.13 1.26*.01

D 0 0.0947 0.898 ' 2B 1,60t.13 1.26t.01

1 X6lfuei averaged 171'.10 1.27t.01 1.24 0,065*.004 0.072 0.071 91*5 117

17. 0
I 1A 2.55'.20 1.35t,02

1B 2.42t.19 1.28t.01
2A 2.15'.17 1,26',01

Air 0.108 0.905 2B 2.040,14 _

| :ol|f ei ghej2 .15t 10;1,271.02 .081*.005 0.080 0.079 89*9 122
;fuel average"

"1" ~and "12" indicate inner and outer rods, "A" and "B"t upper and lower stringer, respectively,
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Table XIII

RCR7

Lattice Coolant V £ Stringer Liquid samples a) 0.3 mm foils a) METHUSELAH
itch fuel fuel No. (15-19 days after (4-5 days after (extrapolated

m nat irradiation) irradiation) in the.air case)

1 1.38 + 2 X 1.275 + I

2 1.47 + 2 % 1,295 + 1%

D20 3 1.42 + 4 X 1.275 + 1 %

4 1.35 + 2 % 1,255 + 1 %

0.168 average 1.39 + 4 Z 1,265 + 1 X 1.25
13

1 1.27 + 4 %

2 1.19 + 1 Z 1,29 +.4 Z

Air. 3 1.13 + 1 % 1.27 + 4 %

4 1.15 + 1 1.28 + 4 2

0.215 average 1.15 + 1 % 1.28 * 4 % (1.27)

1 1.0+ 1%

2 1,14 + 1 %

DO0 3 1.14 + 1 %2
4 1.13 + 1 %

0.095 average 1.13 + 1 Z 1.15
17

1 1.18 + 2 Z

2 1.17 + 1%

Air 3 1.11 + 1 Z

4 1.11 + 1

C.103 average L.12 + 2 % (1.13)-_I___

I
co

l0

a) Expecimencal values are not corrected for non-asymptotic spectral conditions
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Cross section or fuel assembly and

sketch of axial position of the m 2 Fig. 1

fuel assembly in the RO tank.

a)

zircaloy-2. (ID 7 mm)

ThO2 (2 % i U23502)

zircaloy-2 (ID 12 0 mm

b) I

Z

v

44M



Core arrangement for the 19/F3 (,, 11) cm PrI:-113

test lattice of ThO2 fuel assemblies. PARS 2-_.-
. __ .2

IReactor tank
(ID 225 cm)

19 cm

o reference rod (U metal)

o ThO2 fuel assembly

0 31-rod cluster of U0 2 (1.2 % U-235)

44t



Core arrangement for the _T_,__ _II

13 cm test lattice of ThO2  Fig. 3
fuel assemblies.

Reactor tank
.ID 225 cm)

00 0 0 0*00 00

00 0 0 0 00 0 00

0 reeec ro (U-motel)0 0

*e TO fuelO O @
O~ O O O -- 0 0 0

Th2 fulassembly,

17 .31-rod cluster of U02 (1.2 % U-2.35)

27-rod cluster of UO 2 (nat)

4401



.FFR-113

Cell definitions used for. sub-

stitutions with the 19/ 3 cm test Fig, 4

pitch in.a 19 cm reference lattice. _

a) 0 Oj O 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0O 0 0
- @0- w)~ _. -0..O_0_

O O 0 O O
,0 0i 0 0

I

b) 0 OjO 0

0 O 0 0
00 io 00

0 0 10 0

i

d) O 1 O O

O O - O O
c) 0

0 0

0 0

0 0.

00
0O

I-
I

I

i
t

I

I

0 0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0
0

0

0 0- 0 0

o o jo o
I

e) 0 0

0

0 0 rods In original lattice

0

0 0
. -_0 0 10 0

* rods added

reference cell These cell
d1 definitions

do not give
test cell J any transi-

testcelltion cell

CZt transition region introduced
(shown only in the left-hand
parts of figs. 4 d and e).



Transltion cell radii used In the 19- to- IFFTl-113
L9,?.3/V* mubatitutionz of reference rods. FIX" 5

Goodness of the fitted heights (see Inuertf

cm I Outer and inner radii
of the transition region

-0- dircular transition
region of constant
thickness (m tAl))

A Transition region of
triangular cells
shown in fig. 4

~0

//

/
0

ta (12)

Outer radius

ta(24)

Inner radius

3O

20*

10

U0

/t

0

xtA t(6) /
/

0 I

0
/A

Hexp.- "'fitted

W 6

IC

\ /24

\--
0

t(n)-t,(n)

te,(l)-t ,(n)/

I
tA(2) /

.0

ta (1)
rods added

/2

I
.

6 12 n
-4 -

0 1 2 3 5 -n

(n . number of rod added)



The change in critical height versUs

the void depth in a single 1hO2

element. Determination of 6Dz/D.

H (air) - H (D2 0)

z

c bep dz IAd..

.o dz

I
/

,,

6Hix

Void depth
(Z)

bD

D cell 4x
He

.veoll

Wr

- 4 *

*.t
I

ME&
4401

, 54.2 (+ 3) cm2



The evaluation of 6Dr/D from substi- FFR-113

tution measurements with a single Th02  Pig. 7

element in various radial positions.

a2 j 6(!2 2H) 4/'o -

o.o6

0.05

0.04

0.03

6Dr 1 g cell
D cell I2 ox Wr

6Dr 2

D * cell " 40.2 + 1.3 cm

I

lam

4401

C - Ji / Jo

0.02

0 1 2



The relative change of the
sion coeffnicent 

due to Io108s versus pitch.

cm D 
Ve *

70

60

50

1 1 

--- 
- - - - -

30

l l J Perturbation el| 20 
_ - Theory (RE3(USf

I I -- - - ~~Se xnepIrical
10

00



Cell definitions used for the sub- FFR-113

stitutioms of Th02 fuel assemblies Fig.. 9

in the U metal rod lattices.
I I

a) 0 O0

***_ .*.

o o
0+0

0

O + O_

b) 0 0

0

-_0-
0

9) I d

C

U..

440

o referenc. rod

* test element

°& transition
O cells

A test cells

Triangular
cells

* Rhombic
cells N



Change of critical height versus

number of substituted ThO2 elements

m A 1 (n) - 11(o)

T at 22 'C
+ 40

+ 30 cm

+ 20

+ 10

0
6 7

- 10

cm

cm
- 20

cM

- 30

I

C

4401

- 40 * - D2 0 coolant

o - air coolant
cm



FFR-113
Graphical representation of the F li
perturbation analysis of. the progressive 11
substitutions vith ThO2/U23 502 clusters

. .2

-2m 6Bc2 /1
corr, Coolant: D 0.2

1.7 4

1.6

1.5

1.6

1.5

.4

1.7

1.6

1.5

d4

1.7

1.6

Pitch
11 cm

- - ~-0 -

- _ 13 cm

5 4 3 +2

I 0 -- 5

5 4

-S ~

3
-I -

- 2
~~I

-SI

5-- - 7

4- -15 cm 42

54>
-

t3

+I

17 cm

1.5 .- , 7

1.4

4

5 # --3

5-

+2 1l

I

E M
44.

wtrans/r D
0

0 1 2 3



Experimental buckling values in-

cluding those of the transition

regions versus lattice pitch

m 2 2 t(Ib in Table VII)

10 B2 (D o)test 2

9

8

7

6 B2 (air)test

5

4,

3

-- *-- transition regions (D20)
4 it (air)

2'

I

4

An

1

Hexagonal lattice pitch
U Ir
-1

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 .17. 18 19 cm



.FFR-113
Theoretical and experimental buckling Figl 13

values of the ThO2 elements versus lattice

_ pitch vith the coolant as parameter

m 2 4 B2

PLO.ITAc a a

Coolant

D O air
2

-0- 0 Experiments (Ilb in Table VII)

- 0 REBUS-- (T w T

-- -- METHUSELAH

-4-- -0--- PLUTHARCO

Hexagonal lattice pitch

O/

74

E&E
44Ml

9 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 cM



,The buckling difference betweenFR-113

water-cooled and air-cooled > 02 Fig 14 .

elements versus lattice pitch.

-2

1

0

(D2 0) - B2 (air)

-- *-- Experiments

0 REEUS-1 (T. - Tm)

---- MFLUARCO

1S.-

,lb

Hexagonal lattice pitch

49 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 cm

z

4401

_I.n .f lnr.L & u SLij I. - -_i -



Axial distribution measured with copper

foils in the fuel stringers.

13 cm lattice with D2 0 coolant

0 Hex = 159.3 cm
o = outer stringers
* = Inner stringers
Coolant D2 0

Y= 134.3 cos T1C Z
159.3

Y=11B.5 Cos n Z159.3

tn
I--
z

I-.

I-

I-

.4

B.-

Z

,1.

*01

o . 50
DISTANCE FROM TOPOF FUEL ELEMENT

100 150 cm



FFR-113

Axial distribution measured with copper Fig. 16

foils in the fuel stringers.

13 cm lattice with air coolant

AL
Hex = 182.7 cm
o = outer stringers
* = inner stringers
Coolant air

15-

1.0-

en
I-
z

a:
< 0.5-
M.-

m

I-

-J

I.-
0I.-

Y= 130.5 cos TE Z
182.7

Y =12 23 cos ITE
182.7 .,.

0.

L -�

0 50
DISTANCE FROM TOP OF FUEL ELEMENT

100 150 cm



The peaking factor Q versus . PR-113

axial position 1

Coolant: D2 0 .

* Inner stringers

o Outer stringers

Q Cap

1.6

1.4

1.2

4

:

E&E
44M

1.0

0 70 90 110 cm

Distance from top of fuel element



FFR-113
.The peaking factor Q versus Fg. 1a

axial position

Coolantt Air__

* Inner stringers

o Outer stringers

Cap

Q

1.6

1.4

1.2

1.0-t

s

W._

44M

0 70 90 110 cm

Distance from top of fuel element



Calculated axial flux distribution in the

central and outer pins for the 13 cm pitch

with D2 0 coolant

Axial flux distribution
of thermal neutrons

Outer pin

30

20
Central pin

10

a

ElaE
4401

0
0 50 100 150 cm

Distance from the extrapolated top of the core



The epithermal spectrum index P rFn.

in the 13 cm and 17 cm lattices versus

V 2E /V zfuel fuel u nat

. b_

.. ..

Correlation (19)

* D20 coolant

o Air coolant

.-~ -4

Level of the epi-index for
the 13 cm driver lattice

- Level of the epi-index for
the 17 cm driver lattice

I

401

0 0.05 0,10 0.15 0.20 (V fucl zfuel)/(V Enad)



FFR-113
Study of thermal coltn correction. Fig. 21

Schematic loading diagram for iamples

Sample positions on rotating graphite cylinder Foil packs in detail

-H
Level I

Foil pack No. 0

111
(0.3 + 2 z 0.3)m

17 cm

=-Level II , Ref.foil 0.3 mm

17 cm

Level III I

27 cm

Foil pack No. 0

(0.3 + 2 x 1.5)mm

Level IV l l - 93 x enr. U02

16 cm

Foil pack No. W

(01

(0.3 * .2 x 3)mm
Diam:22 cm

I

Foil pack No. -

Reference foil (0.3 mm)
(about 230 mm from the
nearest foil pack)

Foil pack No. 0 -

93 Z enriched uranium
deposit on Al-disc
(for PP correction)

Foil pack No. 0

Foil pack No. ®

gIg
(0.3 + 2 x 4.5)mm

The 0.3 mm wafer in the
middle of each foil pack
and the reference foil
were measured

Foil pack No. ®

)I

93 Z enriched U23 502 powder
(for PP correction)E40

* 4401



.u FFR-113
Study of thermal column RC versFig. 22

total thickness of foil pack

. I

i

UCRX

1.02

1;00

0.996

0.98

o Measured 26 days after shut down
* " 33 days " "

0 2 4 6 8 10 mm

Total thickness

74

- P
V

r

13
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ks

1 F-113

PP correction and natural background Pig. 23

activity (in x of total activity) measured

versus time after shut down l

FP correction

_T - - Background activity above 510 keV)

I

i

,. Z

E&E

.4. 01

Background activity in the
window 270-370 keV

0 20 40 60 80

Time after shut down, days



II

I/1 R-113

(RCe-1) versus (Vfu )l/fueV)I )nat

Comparison between theoretical and

measured values

I' -:**1 .

Fig. 24

(RCRa-1)

I.1.

j

0.4

0.2

0

1T

0 0.1 0.2 0.3

(Vfuel fuel) (Vinmat)

\'n
Ia

* X

Uncorrected for non-asymptotic spectral conditions


